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Abstract—A RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) yoking-proof provides a verification manner that a pair of RFID tags is scanned simultaneously by one reader device to guarantee the physical proximity of multiple objects. However, the previous studies provide the verification that requires the online verifier. The connectivity between a reader and a verifier limits the practicality of a yoking proof. In this paper, we propose an offline yoking proof protocol to preserve the offline verification that does not require the online verifier. In addition, the protocol for a pair of tags is easily extended to the one for multiple tags without additional expensive devices. Our analysis shows that the proposed protocol provides offline verification securely and effectively.
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I. Introduction

A RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag is a small microchip that has a unique identifier. Each tag delivers its identifier to RFID readers through a wireless channel. RFID system reduces costs in logistics management thus a number of researches and commercial products focus on it. Among the studies on RFID, in 2004, A. Juels proposed a novel idea called yoking proof to prove the co-existence of a pair of RFID tags [1]. In the yoking proof, a single RFID reader scans a pair of tags simultaneously and generates a proof to verify two tags read by the same reader at once. The yoking proof has a number of promising applications. For example, medicine factories need to check whether a product is packaged with a safety cap.

However, all the previous yoking proof schemes require the trustable verifier that is connected with a reader device. Furthermore, the previous schemes in [1]–[4] do not provide appropriate countermeasures against the attacks that obstruct the process for generating correct proofs although the purpose of them is to be resilient against the attacks.

In this paper, we propose a new yoking proof protocol to preserve offline verification. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We propose a noble approach of a yoking proof. The offline verifiable yoking proof protocol (OV-yoking proof) provides offline verification via the spatial data of tags and the commitment disclosure. The verification of our protocol requires a reader, but a trustworthy online verifier.
- Security and privacy preserving protocol: Our protocol is secure against attacks to forge a yoking proof (Replay attack, Reassembled proof), and satisfies requirements to preserve the privacy protection (Confidentiality and Unlinkability, as defined in Section 4).
- Lightweight protocol: Our offline verifiable yoking proof protocol requires tags to have only a cryptographic hash function. Neither encryption function, used in [2], [7], nor a clock, used in [1], [2], [4], [8], is needed.

II. Background

In this section, we introduce the basic yoking proof protocol of A. Juels, and its variants.

A. Yoking proof protocols preserving the online verification

A. Juels proposed the basic yoking proof protocols [1]. The yoking proof protocols involve two responses from a pair of tags in generating the proof to guarantee the multiple scans in a single session. Hence, the RFID reader uses the response from one tag as a challenge to the other tag. However, if a time interval between the responses is too long, we cannot assure whether the responses are simultaneously generated or not. Thus, every session should be finished within an appropriate time period to generate the trustable proofs.

The protocols in [1] use timeout to limit response time for a session. That is, tags terminate a session when a predefined time period expired. The yoking proof protocols assume that each tag is initialized with a unique secret key, and a trusted verifier knows their secret keys that are stored in its database.

Table I explains the notations used in the procedure for this protocol and other yoking proof protocols. To simplify, we suppose a procedure to generate a yoking proof for two tags: TagA and TagB. Fig. 1 depicts the procedure, and the detailed procedure is as follows:
The adversary combines several offline attacks. Furthermore, a MAC [1] such as cryptographic encryption [2] and timestamp [2] and timer [1] require additional modules to tags, such as cryptographic encryption [2], [7], PRNG [1], [3]–[8], MAC [1]–[7], timestamp [2] and timer [1], [2], [4], [8].

**B. Security treats of a yoking proof**

The goals of an adversary are twofold: 1) to forge a valid proof, and 2) to trace a tag. In order to forge a valid proof, the adversary employs the following attacks:

- Replay attacks [2], [3]: The adversary impersonates a valid tag by replaying the messages sniffed previously.
- Reassembled proof: The adversary combines several incomplete proofs to generate a forged proof that seems like a valid proof, such as a Multi-proof (N) session attack [5].

**III. Proposed yoking proof scheme to preserve the offline verification**

In this section, we propose an offline yoking proof protocol to preserve the novel way to verify a yoking proof without the online verifier. While the previous schemes [1]–[8] require multiple modules mentioned in Section 2 in a tag, the proposed scheme requires only one. We also extend the proposed protocol to group yoking proof protocol that generates a yoking proof for multiple tags efficiently.

**A. Requirements for the secure yoking proof protocol**

The yoking proof for their RFIDs can certify the co-existence of the two objects. The requirements of yoking proof protocol are as follows:
We define other requirements to provide security for the yoking proof protocol and anonymity of tags for the privacy. The requirements of secure yoking proof protocol are as follows:

- **SR1** (**Confidentiality**): No parameters that may identify a tag should be exposed in replies.
- **SR2** (**Unlinkability**): Responses from a tag should be dissociated from another.

**B. Assumptions**

The followings are assumptions which are widely applied to yoking proof protocols.

- Tags have a one-way hash function.
- Tags have an access-control method like schemes in [9], [10], to prevent unauthorized querying during idle time.
- Tags have no timer.
- The verifier and the reader are trustable

**C. Initial setup**

Initial setup phase of the protocol is as follows:

- RFID system $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$ consists of $n$ tags to be divided into pre-defined $m$ subgroups $T_{\text{sub}} = \{T_{\text{sub}1}, T_{\text{sub}2}, \ldots, T_{\text{sub}m}\}$ which have $gr$ tags for each of them, where $n$, $m$ and $gr$ are the number of tags in $T$, the number of subgroups in $T_{\text{sub}}$ and the number of tags for each subgroup, respectively.
- Each tag $T_i$ ($i^{\text{th}}$, $0 < i \leq n$) is initialized with $e$-bit $ID_i$, $d$-bit secret key $X_i$ and $c$-bit counter value $C_i$ which is initialized as 0.
- A verifier stores the initial parameters of tags to perform verification ($ID_i$, $X_i$, $C_i$, their subgroup and role of each tag in their subgroup) in its database VDB.
- A verifier has the initial parameters of a reader ($ID_r$, and $X_r$) to perform the mutual authentication between them. They can authenticate to each other.

The classification of the subgroups can be achieved via traditional generic query based tag scanning. When multiple tags reply to a query, it means that they are located in a near area to each other. The spatial data are employed to divide $n$ tags into $m$ subgroups, and stored in VDB as subgroup location information (SGLI).

**D. Proposed offline yoking proof protocol**

Our offline verifiable yoking proof (OV-yoking proof) protocol consists of three logical phases as follows: (1) Tag-specific commitment value generation (2) Yoking proof generation offline, and (3) Offline verification. Fig. 2 depicts the protocol, and the followings are to explain steps of the proposed protocol to generate the yoking proof for a subgroup composed of a pair of tags, $Tag_A$ and $Tag_B$.

1. **Tag-specific commitment generation phase**
   
   - After a successful mutual authentication phase between a reader $R$ and a verifier $V$, $V$ computes $k$-bit random value $r$, pre-computed proof $PP_{AB} = (m_a, m_b, r)$, and commitment $cmt = f_{X_A}[PP_{AB}, r]$, and then provides the values to $R$ with SGLI and access control authority of the tags.

2. **Offline proof generation phase**

   - $R$ divides $r$ into two parts ($r_{left}$ and $r_{right}$), where $r_{left}$ (or $r_{right}$) is the $k/2$-bit part of the most significant bits (or the least significant bits), and sends the left proof request to the initiate tag $Tag_A$ with $r_{left}$.
   - $3. Tag_A$ recognizes its role by seeing left proof query and computes $ra$ and $ma$ to $fx_A[r_{left}, ID_A]$ and $fx_A[r_{left}, ID_A]$, respectively. $Tag_A$ then sends back the message $m_A$ containing both $ra$ and $ma$ to $R$ and increases its counter $C_A$ by one.
   - $4. R$ sends right proof request with $r_{right}$ and $ma$ to the
TABLE II. COMPUTATION COSTS OF TAGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs of tags</th>
<th>Yoking proof schemes for tag-privacy</th>
<th>Clumping proof [5]</th>
<th>OV-yoking proof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TagA</td>
<td>1CTIMER + 2Cf + 1CMAC + 1Cshift</td>
<td>1CTIMER + 1Cf + 2CMAC + 1CXOR + 1Cshift</td>
<td>2CMAC + 1Cshift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TagB</td>
<td>1CTIMER + 1Cf + 1CMAC + 1Cshift</td>
<td>1CTIMER + 1Cf + 1CMAC + 1CXOR + 1Cshift</td>
<td>2CMAC + 1Cshift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2CTIMER + 1Cf + 1CMAC + 1Cshift</td>
<td>2CTIMER + 2Cf + 3CMAC + 2CXOR + 2Cshift</td>
<td>4CMAC + 2Cshift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

other tag TagB. TagB calculates rb and mb as fX[r][r] (Ch and fX[rb, IDb, mb] respectively, and then replies to the reader with the message mB that consists of rb and mb. It also increases its counter Cb by one.

3) Offline verification phase

- 5. The reader verifies proof P_AB = (m_A, m_B, r) by computing the commitment disclosure value cmtd = fX[|P_AB, r]. If cmtd is equal to cmt, the verification completes.

E. Extended Group yoking proof

Our OV-yoking proof protocol can be easily extended to offline group yoking proof (OV-grouping proof) protocol without additional devices.

To extend our protocols for multiple tags, both left proof and right proof are replaced with sequential number to indicate a pre-defined sequential order of tags in their subgroup. When a reader sends queries with the sequential number, the tags respond accordingly, and group yoking proof is generated in the sequential order without additional devices, such as pallet tags in [2], [7].

iv. Analysis

A. Security and privacy

In this section, we show that our scheme prevents the attacks described in Section 3 while satisfying R1, R2, SR1 and SR2 (Section 1, 4). We assume an adversary Adv that tries to forge a proof through the attacks in Section 3 and to trace a tag. We model the adversary with the following lemma:

**Lemma:** Adv can have hashes, such as ra, ma, rb, and mb, but cannot obtain their pre-images, X, ID, and C, from them.

**Proof:** Given the random-oracle assumption, if Adv tries to guess 1-bit hash (ra, ma, rb, mb) generated with secret parameters (X, ID, C), the probability of success is bounded by 2−b. Therefore, the lemma holds.

**Claim 1:** Our protocol satisfies R1 and R2 against attacks to forge a yoking proof.

**Proof (Case 1 - Replay attacks):** P_AB and cmtd is generated with tag’s reply messages (m_A and m_B). The hashed messages are changed because of Cb (or Ch) (Section 4, Step 3 and 4). Hence, Adv cannot reuse captured messages generated with the tag’s reply messages.

**Proof (Case 2 – Reassembled Proof):** A reassembled proof cannot be verifiable, since all subgroups are already defined in Tsub and the verifier computes PP_AB via the preknowledge of Tsub that is stored in VDB (Step 6). Therefore, Adv cannot use the reassembled proof.

**Claim 2:** Our protocol satisfies SR1 against threats to reveal tag’s secret parameters.

**Proof (Confidentiality):** Our scheme satisfies SR1 via hashed reply messages (Lemma).

**Claim 3:** Our protocol satisfies SR2 against threats to trace a specific tag.

**Proof (Unlinkability):** When two replies of tags are presented to Adv, she cannot know whether the replies are from the same tag or not because of the hashed reply message computed with increased counters (C_A and C_B) (Section 4, Step 3 and 4). Therefore, our scheme satisfies SR2.

v. Efficiency

(Computation cost of a tag): We compare the computational overhead of a tag to previous yoking proof protocols to deal with privacy issues [4, 5]. Table II gives the computation costs of a tag, where CTIMER, Cf, CMAC, CXOR, and Cshift are the cost for timer, hash (or PRNG), MAC, XOR, and shift operations, respectively. The result shows the proposed protocol outperforms the other schemes.

(proof (Searching cost): Due to the randomization of a tag reply, the searching cost of the schemes in [5], [6], [8] is O(n) (in case of [2], the cost is O(n²)). In our OV-yoking proof protocol, the verification process requires no searching cost to identify the tags of the proof. Since the tag-specific commitment is pre-computed before the offline verification phase (Section 4, Step 5), the verification cost in our scheme is O(1).

v. Conclusion

We propose a new method to verify a yoking proof without the online verifier. Our OV-yoking proof protocol provides the offline verification via spatial data of tags and commitment disclosure. The analysis shows that our offline yoking proof protocol is more secure against attacks on the tag side and more efficient than the previous online yoking proof protocols.
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